SUPPLEMENTAL/ BID BULLETIN
Refurbishment of Daraga Campus Administration Building (formerly International House)
ADDENDUM NO. CW-2019-08-A-1

The Addendum No. CW-2019-08-A-1 is issued to modify or amend the items in the Bidding Documents for the project entitled: Refurbishment of Daraga Campus Administration Building (formerly International House)

This shall form an integral part of the Bidding Documents:

1. The project Repair/Refurbishment of Manila Staff House is a Rebid of previously posted project.

2. The Scope of Works was amended and revised. Please refer to the attached Revised Scope of Works.

For guidance and information of all concerned

Sgd. ATTY. JOSEPH L. BARTOLATA, Ph.D.
BAC INFRA-Chairperson